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Reariting is the act of simultaneous reading and writing together on the Internet. Reariting is a feminist

technique to think through a text together. While reading a text, all participants use the same framapad to write

their reactions and asides related to the text, thus exploring their understandings and misunderstandings of it.

Reariting is about thinking and learning, finding links, soft and blind spots, returning and kneading. It always

starts somewhere in the middle, and somehow never ends.

//

Myers: I started making crypto art by slamming together ideas from economics and art history. NUCLEAR

FUSION 

 

an NFT that has the cryptographic hash of its content on chain with it, but nobody knows what the content is

(remembring also Yves Klein) There's been a lot of discussion about "nft art" vs "art sold via nft" especially with

the NYTimes Blake Gopnik article -- Rhea is someone who clearly is doing conceptual work that engages with

nfts

what do you think about McKenzie and Rhea more or less agreeing that the visual aspect of "art sold via nft"

doesn't really matter? they accept this matter of factly, and also seem to embrace it as a kind of deskilling  

My art history isn't strong enough to know for sure but - how di�erent is this to claims and sensibilities around

conceptual art? Gustav Metzger's work was never about crafting material for instance I don't think it's that

di�erent. Rhea often says she got interested in NFTs because she saw a continuity with conceptual art, or a new

way to implement the ideas that interested her from conceptual art

On a similar note, it's really interesting to me that conceptual art has found a place in the NFT world when the

art world of museums and galleries (at least in the US) is primarily interested in figurative painting, sculptural

assemblage, and documentary photography and video. You don't see much conceptual art in major shows like

biennials.That's interesting, and I wonder if the popularity of NFTs could help bring digital art (or conceptual art)

back into those spaces In my opinion no contemporary artist can do without a conceptual strand in her work. It's

always there. What might be more important is that Wark and Myers are more interested in thoughs and

abstractions, than in relational processes. NFTs tend to emphasize the singular digital object and conceptual

NFTs like Rhea's push back against that by commenting on that mechanism itself Yes and this project too by

Lauren Lee McCarthy, I love for this reason: https://lauren-mccarthy.com/Appreciate-You It puts humanity and

care back into the transactional NFT space in a profound (if tongue in cheek) way. I also keep coming back to

this quote from McKenzie, although its from her e-flux piece: "perhaps the avant-garde of collecting is now a

question of interesting ways of collecting the act of collecting itself. Which should make digital art eminently

collectible, to the extent that it is interesting."

"MYERS I got shouted at for saying this on a panel the other day, but there’s a strong anti-aesthetic (strongly

disagree - its just popular aesthetics -- is that because whatever anti-aesthetic it might have is not actually

intentional, the intent is just to sell these minimally varied popular works? ---that would be my take I agree) to

the most popular and successful PFP NFT projects—the Apes and Punks and whatnot—and that interests me. I

suspect that the nonfungible token is in fact fungible as part of this allover artwork of purely ownable things,

which just have to look di�erent enough from other purely ownable things to be identifiable.

WARK It’s a beautiful deskilling of the aesthetic side of it. Just like all other forms of creation get deskilled. The

role of the artist is to produce minimal tradeable di�erence, but ownership is really the key." I read it in terms of

McKenzie's essay, which sort of makes the Apes a conceptual project just about collecting itself (but as said

above, this is a very generous take on any intentionality in the concept of these works) ! Perhaps steganography

comes up here again, since the Apes particularly are sold & traded as pop aesthetics collectibles but are now

widely acknowledged as trojan horses for racist content, right? Yes, but I think there's still a question of whether

this is intentional, or just them bringing in fascist symbology and their own racist tropes in a lazy way The word

"just" is doing a lot of work there. What I mean is whether it's intentional or not by the Bored Ape creators --  I

personally can't stand the work and hate seeing the Apes everywhere either way Sure, I get that. Either way

though it's the emergence of the unconscious I would - either completely unaware or aware but with post-hoc

rationalisation / planning.

 i moderated a panel recently and someone in the audience suggested that Bored Apes are a conceptual work

because of the way they handle licensing of imagery, allowing commercial projects and merchandising - but

that also seems very generous to me. Ryder Ripps's analysis of Bored Apes as an extension of the creator's

interest in Roberto Bolano and the encryption of fascist ideology (can someone explain how that is done -  I ask

this because the process is of all times, just the encryption is not, for ever and always? is that the point) - i think

this explains http://gordongoner.com/ - ah ok get it!)---and what does it mean to encrypt fascist ideologies -

where else in history has that happened and to what e�ect? ---Loads of octopus-type scare-mongering images

about elites controlling cities/countries/regions. I believe it began in the lead up to the 3rd Reich but persists

today. I think we'll see new/re-emerging encrypted images as the Ukrainian war continues. ---so the sharing of

secret signs? as a way of demonstrating allegiance? Like the sharing of the Christ fish image in the days when

Christans were persecuted? No, more like purposely poisoning the public discourse through highly emotive /

viral imagery. The shared sense of belonging that arises is, I think, secondary. AH yes OK so the link above

explains.seems interesting though I haven't really studied it closely.. How is this evidenced - and does it matter?

seems we are starting to accept recursive generative conspiracy theories - but this seems to speak to a broader

mindset, the way conspiracy theories have become validated in political discourse. The phrase "encryption of a

fascist ideology" is confusing in the context of cryptoart - because it implies that we might be talking about

literal  encryption as an engineering operation - moving between code and symbols gets slippery.

 

 Wark: So it’s the pure art of ownership, but sometimes there are little illustrations to go with it. But in a sense the

art is somewhat arbitrary. It just has to be qualitatively di�erent from everything else. Everyone knows that’s

how the art world already works, but it comes with cumbersome objects that require special handling. NFTs do

away with that and just leave a pure system of provenance. Yes, but the starting point (of that provenance) is

sometimes arbitrary it seems. Provenance = a record of ownership? Is that all? Or are artwork creation stories

also part of provenance?

 What array of relationships are possible between an artwork and its owner?  

 Why do we want to own? Do we?

 To use

 To control

 To prevent others from using or controling

 To convert to asset and derive financial value and create derivatives, liquidity, 

 - and so build economic defence or power/manoueverability in face of austerity

 Caretaking too - safe-guarding culture - stewarding

 Perhaps love / appreciation

  We might not want to own. Are characteristics of non ownership any part of provenance. 

 I think Rhea's work with NFTs and tokenization is really interesting precisely because it addresses encryption

rather than ownership, provenance, and other topics that artists thinking conceptually about NFTs usually take

on Can you expand on this? I think her work ties into the history of computation as a history of encryption --

these are machines designed to make and break codes.

cryptographic tokens to make digital artworks rare and collectible  Why should they be rare and collectible?

I think the part later on is really illuminating, when Rhea is talking about Rare Pepes - how this idea of the rare

digital object began as a joke, and then people realized you could make money from it sort of what McKenzie

says in terms of art being "R&D for new forms of property" Reminds me of tensions in previous discussions

about the Commons - Between US/UK and European cultures between a focus on property and ownership on

the one hand over civil liberties on the other. So it's not that they SHOULD be rare and collectible, but that it

could serve some people that they COULD be percieved in that way.  yes

And so then the question might be, what is lost (if anything)  in terms of civil liberties, because some people

have found a way to frame a digital file as a rare and collectible artwork? what is hidden through such an

attitude? which attitude? opportunism? Why do we want to own? Do we?

Actually thinking about this question of what, if anything, is lost when a digital file is perceived as collectible and

rare. What is rare here? Nyan Cat is rare only in terms of the NFT (so ownership is rare even if the file is not).

Even then, what's to stop anyone minting more fake Nyan Cats? Nothing go mint your own...! It just comes down

to wether the event in which you sell your fake Nyan Cat has su�cent artworld hoopla to drum up the wealthy

collectors. Financial capital generated by social capital, in other words? ya. 

I encountered this supposedly free space of artistic commentary on the spectacle, and then watched it be

whittled away by legal decisions. Legal systems also operate on the terms of access to capital, so this (i.e.

"intellectual property, copyright" is another area of civil liberties /commons that is potentially being divided

according to wealth. we can also argue that the "free space of artistic commentary" or art action of any kind is

radically constrained by unequal access to wealth or at least opportunity in the first place. True, always a

question of free for whom and with which tools.

I think all artists are externalizing things that are opaque to them,  This, definitely. The steganography* of the

self. You’ve cracked the encryption and can now reveal what was previously encoded in your life’s experiences.

That’s a very one-way function: you can't uncrack an egg (ask Humpty Dumpty).-yum

*Steganography is the practice of hiding a secret message in something that is not secret. This idea is not

interesting to me in art - except in this sense that Rhea speaks of, where it's unintentional. The time capsule of

information that we unconsciously send to our future selves. It's a form of telepathic time travel perhaps.

"But also the creation of the first glitch art was by a trans woman, Jamie Faye Fenton." -- This was new to me,

as someone who is pretty immersed in glitch and have written about glitch art.  It's interesting that a form that

many people consider dead is still being freshly understood and the canon, such as it is, being rewritten and

understood in new ways !! Glitch was/is always incredibly poetic, when understood in such a way. It felt like it got

flattened at some point into decoration. https://de.scribd.com/document/101956127/Rosa-Menkman-Glitch-

Studies-ManifestoYes, this was a crisis for Glitch almost from the beginning, it was aestheticized very early on,

and artists who used glitch gesture (myself included) had to deal with that. I feel like for artists like myself and

for Rhea, it was more about taking glitch ideas into other spaces and more or less abandoning the aesthetic

itself. I worked with glitch too for a while but got very turned o� by the commercial coopting. It no longer felt like

a way to acknowledge and relate to (even cherish) glitches in oneself or the environment -- an anti-futurist, anti-

fascist stand -- but rather and alignment with those things via capital. I like that glitch is easy for people to start

with and each new generation of glitch artists finds their own path in it, despite the limits of the aesthetic more

generally

 You own the ownership

NFTs are a sort of a fairly pure abstraction of ownership I thought this was a really insightful point. Perhaps

the central point. CRYSTALINE
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